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Kumo no Kagayaki Station

Kumo no Kagayaki Station (It is also known as “Cloudport”) is a Tengumo-Class Space Station built by the
Yugumo Corporation in YE 45.

Kumo no Kagayaki (雲の輝き) means “Glow of the Clouds” in Yamataigo (邪馬台語).

History and Background

When Port Jiyuu left the Jiyuu System in YE 45.1, it was already in the works to replace the station. Using
a collective of designs that had been in motion since YE 43, Yugumo Fleetworks completed the plans for
the Tengumo-Class Space Station. The initial spaceframe was laid down in YE 45.1 and the station
became operational in YE 45.7. It was open to the public the following month, in YE 45.8. It would be the
first space station actually designed by the Yugumo Corporation.

The station quickly gained the nickname “Cloudport” from people in the Motoyoshi Colonial Sector.

General Information

General information for the first Tengumo-Class Space Station.
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Kumo no Kagayako Station
“Cloudport”

Namesake In relation to the Yugumo Cluster
Builder Yugumo Fleetworks
Laid Down YE 45.1
Operational YE 45.7
Opening YE 45.8
Owner Yugumo Corporation
Operator Yugumo Merchant Spacy
Position Jiyuu System
Status Active

Mission

At the Kumo no Kagayaki Space Station, we pledge our unwavering commitment to the advancement of
knowledge, innovation, and the well-being of the citizens of the Yamatai Star Empire.

“Embracing Dreams Among the Clouds”
Patch
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The crew is devoted to this mission on a daily basis.

Office of the Kaicho

 The Station is Commanded by the Kaicho Motoyoshi Arisu
as that it has been determined that Cloudport will be the
Kikyo Sector Headquarters for the Yugumo Corporation.
When present in the region the Kaicho lives and works on
the station along with the rest of her team. When she is on
business in the Kosuke Sector, members of her staff are
positioned to take over her role on the station.

“When we crafted this station, I personally oversaw every aspect of its construction, ensuring it
received the utmost care and attention to detail. It was not just a project; it was our vision, a
manifestation of excellence. We understood the importance of setting a precedent, as this Tengumo-
Class station would serve as the flagship for our future creations, designed to enhance the Yugumo
Merchant Spacy's reputation and meet the high standards of our valued customers. We are
unwavering in our commitment to create a truly exceptional living and working environment on this
station, one that not only meets but exceeds the dreams and aspirations of the people of the
Motoyoshi Colonial Sector. Here, you'll find a place where innovation thrives, where your career can
reach new heights, and where life is enriched by the wonders of the cosmos. Join us, and be part of a
journey that promises not just a job, but a remarkable and fulfilling life among the stars.” - Kaicho
Motoyoshi Arisu, YE 45.7
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Communications

Nitō-kōkaishi Nakajima Chō, a lovely Minkan is the Second
Officer on Kumo no Kagayaki Space Station. She is a
specialist in communications and is fluent in Yamataigo (邪
馬台語), Trade (language), and is in the process of learning
Nira'las. She has been with the Yugumo Corporation in YE
42, and has been with the Yugumo Merchant Spacy since it
was founded in YE 45.

“Welcome to Kumo no Kagayaki Station, I am Nitō-kōkaishi Nakajima Chō. As you approach
please ensure you answer the automated communication from our KAIMON docking
assistant. They will assist you with procedures to finalize your approach and successfully
dock with the station. If your vessel requires repairs or replenishment you will be given the
option to connect with Yugumo Fleetworks. While onboard please contact our Chief Steward
for concierge services. Enjoy your stay.”-Nitō-kōkaishi Nakajima Chō, Standard Approach
Greeting.

Chief Steward

Shunin-rusui (主任留守居)/Chief Steward) Sakurai Razan is a
polite, well-spoken young Minkan. He is responsible for
overseeing accommodations, concierge, catering, and
provisioning. They ensure that living spaces are
comfortable, manage food preparation and quality, and
maintain hygiene standards. The Chief Steward also handles
inventory, procurement, and budget management,
addresses welfare concerns, and coordinates logistics for
resupplying the station.
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“Welcome to Kumo no Kagayaki Station, also known to us locals as Cloudport. How may I be
of service to you? If you'd like I can arrange a room at the Stellarastra Luxe Celestial Hotel
for you and a special friend, maybe even a nice dinner at Takeda House. Don't worry, we got
all the bases covered. I'd recommend a visit to the Celestial Oasis or the Sakura Serenity
Haven. Now if you can keep a secret, and I know someone of your taste usually can, I can
score you a couple of tickets to see the sold-out show at the Nohscape Odyssey Theater
tonight. Just let me know and I will hook you up.” - Shunin-rusui Sakurai Razan, Helping a
Passenger YE 45.

Interior Modifications

Cloudport has all of the usual interiors for the Tengumo-Class Space Station, however it also has several
of its own unique areas tailored for this location.

The station follows the Design Ethos of Yugumo Fleetworks and has the standard Yūzuki1) livery as that it
serves as the “flagship” example of the station's class.

Unique Command Areas

Command Areas Unique to Kumo no Kagayako Station.

Yugumo Corporation Kikyo Sector Headquarters

Located in the Command Superstructure is the Yugumo
Corporation Kikyo Sector Headquarters. It serves as the
operations HUB for all of the corporation's activities in the
sector. This includes the command of the Yugumo Merchant
Spacy and the office of the Teitoku (提督)/Chief of Spacy
Operations, the Operations for Yugumo Fleetworks, and the
command of the Yugumo Keisatsu including the office of the
Keisatsu-chō Chōkan (警察庁長官)/Commissioner General.

Each of these important divisions has its own offices, and conference rooms as well, and the
accommodations and amenities for their senior personnel.

This section of the station is also the location of the Operations Center, where in times of crisis or
important events the members of Senior Management can meet, or attend via communications to
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discuss and provide leadership for the corporation and its assets. In the event that the Jiyuu System was
under an order for evacuation or had another disaster in progress, this is the place where those officials
as well as members of the Yamatai Emergency Management Agency would meet.

Command Deck

Beneath the Decks devoted to the Headquarters is the
Command Deck, which has the typical stations and consoles
that would be found in this command and control area. On
Kumo no Kagayako Station it also houses and expanded
communications center as the station also serves as the
traffic control hub for the Jiyuu System, in conjunction with
Gemini Star Fortress. This deck has its own dedicated
express lifts which allows for easy connection for key
personnel to the rest of the station's transportation
systems.

The Command Deck has its own dedicated conference room, Station Master's Cabin, entertainment
lounge, as well access to its own escape pods.

On Kumo no Kagayako Station, Kaicho Motoyoshi Arisu inspects the Deck generally once or twice a week
while she is onboard. In general, she will contact the station's Senchō-no-nakama who will arrange for
a special meal to be planned for the Licensed Deck Crew on that day, if their performance has met or
exceeded her expectations. As per Yugumo Merchant Spacy regulations, the Senchō-no-nakama is the
only Non-Licensed Crew permitted on the Command Deck.

Unique Accommodations and Amenities

Accommodations and Amenities Unique to Kumo no Kagayako Station.2)
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It has the Tengumo-Class Space Station signature amenities such as:

Yugumo Celestial Oasis
Yugumo Sakura Serenity Haven
Yugumo Harmony of Paper and Stars
Yugumo Nohscape Odyssey

Stellarastra Luxe Celestial Hotel

Nestled within the magnificent confines of the Kumo no Kagayaki Station, the “Stellarastra Luxe Celestial
Hotel” epitomizes opulence among the stars. As the premier accommodation in this cosmic haven,
Stellarastra offers an unparalleled celestial experience. Each elegantly appointed suite boasts panoramic
views of the celestial clouds and distant galaxies, inviting guests to revel in the awe-inspiring beauty of
the cosmos. Gourmet celestial dining at Takeda House, featuring a fusion of interstellar flavors, provides
an exquisite gastronomic journey. State-of-the-art wellness facilities, a celestial spa, and a zero-gravity
relaxation chamber ensure guests' physical and mental well-being during their celestial sojourn. Whether
you seek a romantic getaway, a business rendezvous, or simply a respite amidst the stars, Stellarastra
Luxe Celestial Hotel promises an unforgettable cosmic retreat where dreams and luxury converge in the
heart of space.
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Stellarastra Luxe Celestial Hotel
Price Type Description

200-300
KS/Night

Standard
Room

The standard rooms at Stellarastra Luxe Celestial Hotel offer an exquisite
blend of comfort and elegance. Featuring a king-sized cosmic bed with
customizable ambient starlight, these rooms provide a celestial cocoon for
relaxation. Guests can enjoy breathtaking views of celestial clouds through
large panoramic windows and have access to an advanced in-room
entertainment system. The ensuite bathroom is equipped with a celestial rain
shower, luxury amenities, and plush celestial-themed bathrobes for a truly
celestial experience.

350-450
KS/Night

Deluxe
Room

The Deluxe Rooms at Stellarastra Luxe Celestial Hotel elevate luxury to new
heights. These spacious accommodations feature a king-sized cosmic bed
with adjustable starlight ambiance, a private celestial balcony with stunning
views of celestial clouds and distant galaxies, and a cozy seating area for
relaxation. The ensuite bathroom boasts a rejuvenating celestial rain shower
and a deep soaking celestial tub. Guests enjoy exclusive access to the hotel's
celestial concierge services, ensuring their every need is met during their
cosmic stay.

500-700
KS/Night

Penthouse
Suite

The Penthouse Suite at Stellarastra Luxe Celestial Hotel is the pinnacle of
celestial luxury. This expansive and lavishly appointed suite offers a separate
living area, a king-sized signature nest-bed with personalized starlight
settings, and a private celestial balcony with unparalleled views of the
celestial clouds and distant galaxies. The ensuite bathroom features a
celestial rain shower, a celestial Jacuzzi tub, and deluxe celestial-themed
amenities. Guests of the Penthouse Suite receive dedicated celestial
concierge services, exclusive access to the hotel's celestial lounge, and the
privilege of enjoying a private, in-suite Takeda House experience prepared by
our expert Takeda House chef.
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Retail Concourses

There are six retail concourses that serve as malls for the station. The shopping concourses within the
Kumo no Kagayak Station epitomize a harmonious blend of sophistication and charm. These multi-level
commercial spaces feature modern architecture with viewports that provide awe-inspiring space vistas.
Boutiques offer a diverse range of fashion, jewelry, and innovative space gadgets, while celestial gardens
and interactive art installations enhance the atmosphere. Upscale dining options, as well as the more
affordable Yugumo Corporation operated establishments. These concourses promise a shopping
experience where luxury meets the wonders of the cosmos, ensuring each visit is truly unforgettable.

Business Directory
Name Zone Hours of Operation

Restaurants and Cafes
Flavor Of Victory 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 24 Hours
Kikyo Pie Company 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 24 Hours
Meat On A Stick 2, 4 24 Hours
Ramen To Go 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 24 Hours
Sea Of Plenty 1, 2, 4, 5 24 Hours
Tachi's 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 24 Hours
Takeda House 3, 6 0700-0200
Warm and Sweet 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 24 Hours
Tokyo Brewing Company 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 24 Hours

Grocery
Iga Fancy Fruit Emporium 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 24 Hours
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Business Directory
Tokyo Fresh Markets (Grocery) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 24 Hours

Apparel
Yuuko's Undies 1, 3, 5 0800-2100
Star Army Surplus Store 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 24 Hours

Other
Kagayaki Cosmetics 2, 4, 6 0900-1800
Storm Chasers Ticket Sales & Gift Shop 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 24 Hours
Star Army Recruitment Center 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 24 Hours
Mining Guild Emporium 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 9:00-18:003)

Systems Modifications

No systems have been modified as of yet on the station. It uses all the standard systems typically
associated with the Tengumo-Class Space Station.

Small Craft and Armor Inventory

The approximate station inventory is as follows:

20,000 Yoru no Tenshi 'Tenshi II' Light Mechanized Power Armor
200 Mōkin-Class Patrol Craft
5,000 Taka-Class Shuttle
8,000 Mozu-Class Starfighter

The station also has several Amatsubame-Class Runabout available for rental use.

People

The hard-working personnel of the Yugumo Corporation live and work here.

Characters

These Characters are present at Kumo no Kagayaki Station:4)

Nothing found
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Transportation

The Jiyuu System is connected to the rest of the Yamatai Star Empire by PAINT. The only way to reach
this location is by Starship or other craft.

RP Opportunities

Great roleplay opportunities.

The Grand Opening of the First Tengumo-Class Space Station.
Check out the Accommodations and Amenities.
Shop in the Shopping Concourse.

Local Rumors

Maybe true, maybe not.

Station is new, no rumors yet.

OOC Notes

Andrew created this article on 2023/10/01 00:23.

This article was approved by Wes on 2023/10/01.5)

Map Locations
Map to Use Kikyo Sector
Map Display Name Kumo no Kagayaki Station
Map Coordinates 2579, 1151
Map Importance Minor RP Location

Map Marker

Map Tooltip Content Kumo no Kagayaki Station
Show label? yes
Marker Anchor Bottom Left
Places of the SARPiverse
Opened/Settled (YE) YE 45
Place Categories space station
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1)

(夕月, ”Evening Moon”
2)

They also offer the guest accommodations for those who qualify.
3)

9 AM to 6 PM
4)

Struct list will show when someone lists this as a location
5)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/tengumo-class-space-station.70964/#post-440922
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